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VINNY FROM DIXIE (#7)

Always Working (#6)

Code Charlie (#4)

Exacta:   6-7/4-6-7, $4.  Tri: 6-7/4-6-7/1-3-4-6-7, $6.  Daily Double:  6-7/1-2-7, $6.      

PARKER’S

6

33-1 winner last crushed his foes, he is the only one to win a race in here while 
passing horses and he should get a hot, contested early pace in this field.
Lost about five lengths at the start last in his first start against winners, he moves 
outside and obviously a clean start will be a big help.
Lots of early speed in here but he appears the quickest, may hang on for part.

SWISS SKIMMER (#1)

Indian Power (#2)

Goldie’s Darlins (#7)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7, $8.
Pick 3:  1-2-7/1-3/5-8, cost $6.

Finished a close fourth in a sprint try last, her last win was at this distance back 
in July, she will save ground early, best guess in a toss-up.
Raced around the track in sixth throughout in a sprint try last, she figures to be 
sent to the lead early in this race, may go a long way on the lead.
Routed well here last year against much tougher, she must be considered.

SADIE SUE (#1)

Sophie’s Dream (#3)

Understated Beauty (#6)

Exacta:   1-3/1-3-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-3/1-3-6/1-2-3-4-6, $6.

Connections drop this one to the bottom claiming price after a decent third in her 
last, she was unlucky to draw the rail but clearly is the one to beat.
Exits the same heat as the top choice when fifth and this one had trouble at the 
start, she also drops down in price, main threat.
Wire to wire win in Oregon last, she is not without a shot in this field.

O’S SO SERIOUS (#5)

Fortune in Silk (#8)

Salsa Verde (#3)

Exacta:  5-8/3-5-8, $4.  Tri:  5-8/3-5-8/1-3-5-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  5-8/7/4-6-8, $3. 

Poor starts in both of her efforts this year, she still has a win and a third, the 
blinkers go on, will be heavily bet.
Has been wide on a couple of rail favoring surfaces in her two starts this year, she 
will be wide again from this post but on a even surface, she could surprise.
Had no apparent excuse for last but she ran well one race back, Gutierrez rides.

SOVEREIGN NATION (#7)

Cooler Than You (#4)

Fireball Red (#3)

Exacta:   7/1-3-4-9, $4.  Tri:  7/1-3-4-9/1-3-4-9, $6.  Pick 3:  7/4-6-8/8-9, $3.

Forced a hot pace and held on for a distant second in his second lifetime start, he 
should continue to improve but may only need to repeat that effort to graduate.
Made a nice run in the stretch when winning (was d’qd’) in his most recent, 
things did set up well for him that day but he again will be flying late.
Dull try last but he did run well one race back, might bounce back today.

FORTY KNOT CURRENT (#4)

Cancale (#8)

A Good Snicker (#6)

Exacta:   4-8/4-6-8, $4.  Tri:  4-8/4-6-8/3-4-6-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  4-6-8/8-9/5-7, $6.
Super:  4-8/4-6-8/3-4-6-7-8/3-4-5-6-7-8, $3.60.  Pick 4:  4-6-8/8-9/5-7/3-4, $12.

Good try in her debut when second after a slow start, she also gets a little more 
ground today, edge in a tough heat.
First time starter looks ready off a nice string of workouts, she also should have 
some early speed based on her breeding.
Exits the same heat as the top choice, another that should improve.  

Super: 7/1-3-4-9/1-3-4-9/1-3-4-5-6-9, $4.80.  Pick 7:  7/4-6-8/9/5-7/4/2-3-8/5-11, $7.20.

Super:  5-8/3-5-8/1-3-5-7-8/all, $6.  Pick 4:  5-8/7/4-6-8/8-9, $6.

Super:   1-3/1-3-6/1-2-3-4-6/all, $4.80. 

Super:  1-2/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7/all, cost $6.

Super:  6-7/4-6-7/1-3-4-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 3:  6-7/1-2-7/1-3, $6.  Pick 4:  6-7/1-2-7/1-3/5-8, $12.

Pick 3:  1-3/5-8/7, cost $2.
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BANZE NO OESTE (#9)

Atypique (#8)

Deputy’s Command (#6)

Exacta:  8-9/6-8-9, $4.  Tri:  8-9/6-8-9/1-3-6-8-9, $6.  Pick 3:  8-9/5-7/3-4, $4.   

May easily have been best last as he had significant trouble early, he hasn’t won 
in a long time but a clear trip may be all he needs.
Veteran drops to the lowest level of his career today, he’s only had two starts 
after a rest and should be set for a big try.
Has a potent stretch run and he also looked to need his last.

PULPITS POWER (#5)

Brahms Forest (#7)

Its Allabout Jerry (#6)

Exacta:  5-7/5-6-7, $4.  Tri:  5-7/5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  5-7/3-4/2-3-8, $6.

Ran evenly for fourth in his last, he figures to be hustled to the lead early in this 
spot and gets call in a tough heat.
Wide trips when sprinting in his two starts at Emerald this year, he goes to a route 
and should be close by right from the start.
Four for ten lifetime at this distance, he will be passing may of these late.

BEAU ROCKS (#4)

Stay in Grace (#3)

Pin Up Lady (#5)

Exacta:  3-4/3-4-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-4/3-4-5/3-4-5-6-7, $6.  
Pick 3:   3-4/2-3-8/5-11, cost $6.

Returns to Emerald after taking a stakes race at Grants Pass, she also should get a 
fast, contested early pace to run at in here, looks best.
Battled gamely throughout and was just caught at the wire in her most recent, 
she is reliable for another big try.
Made a very nice run in the stretch last for a win, she looks capable of repeating.

OMACHE KID (#3)

Cody’s Choice (#8)

Mirror Image (#2)

Exacta:   3-8/2-3-8, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-8/2-3-8/2-3-5-8-9, $6.
Daily Double:    2-3-8/5-11, $6.

Three for three at Emerald this year, he again should get a fast pace to run at and 
looks best in an evenly matched field.
Speedy gelding will have to deal with So Lucky early but he may be a step 
quicker and will have to be caught.
Big winner when last seen on a dirt surface, he might get right trip.

FRENCH COAST (#11)

Mensch (#5)

Brett (#7)

Exacta:  5-11/5-7-11, cost $4.   Trifecta:    5-11/5-7-11/3-5-7-8-11, $6.
Superfecta:   5-11/5-7-11/3-5-7-8-11/1-3-5-6-7-8-11, cost $4.80.

Finished a distant second in his return to Emerald, he drew way outside again 
but any improvement off that effort should be good enough.
Has had several chances but he does come off a decent try in his second start this 
year here and should be close by throughout.
Well beaten last but the time was fast for the level, maybe.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

SOVEREIGN NATION in the fifth. BRAHMS FOREST in the eighth.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Wednesday Afternoon, August 5th, 2020

Super:  8-9/6-8-9/1-3-6-8-9/1-3-4-5-6-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 5:  9/5-7/3-4/2-3-8/5-11, $12.

Super:  5-7/5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7/1-2-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80.  Pick 4:  5-7/3-4/2-3-8/5-11, $12.

Super:  3-4/3-4-5/3-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.

Super:  3-8/2-3-8/2-3-5-8-9/1-2-3-5-7-8-9, $4.80.


